This paper discusses a dimly lit and largely unknown bit of the history of applied mathematics and of engineering science. Hilda Geiringer a pioneer in both survived extermination because starting in 1933, Turkey reformed its higher education using invitees fleeing the Nazis and for whom America was out of reach because of restrictive immigration laws and wide spread anti-Semitic hiring and gender bias at its universities. This visionary act on the part of Turkey's government had the collateral benefit of placing in escrow a member of a team that set new paradigms in several disciplines and helped to revolutionize America's mathematics, engineering education, and engineering practice.
INTRODUCTION
Hilda Geiringer (1893-1973) is widely recognized as a pioneer of applied mathematics, elasticity and plasticity of materials, statistics, and probability among other fields of applied science. Her lifetime contributions to knowledge have been well documented as has her life story, in part. Archival literature does recognize that she had to leave her university post as a full professor in her beloved Germany due to Nazi racism. What has been left unsaid is how this valuable intellectual was saved, and what trials and tribulations she experienced in coming to America. Hilda Geiringer suffered within a climate of pervasive anti-Semitism 1 and sexism as she tried to find an adequate job in the United
States. 2 Even with the personal backing of Albert Einstein she never did find one.
Geiringer lost the right to teach at the Berlin Institute of Applied Mathematics in December 1933. Like many of her colleagues she was caught at a crossroads and targeted in the cross fires of history. Events in her native Germany presented her with a "Hobson's choice"-leave if you can or die! She and her daughter Magda were saved because at that time Turkey, a country alien in every aspect to them was discarding the society and culture inherited from the Ottomans' derelict and shattered empire. As Turkey [(personified by Kemal Atatürk (1881-1938)] transformed into a republic it recognized the need to modernize its society, culture, way of living, and system of higher education. The Nazis were ascending. Fascists marched. The times were dangerous. The peril for the persecuted was not simply death but also unimaginable suffering. Anti-Jewish bias in the west, America and its European allies, was silently effective in preventing safe passage across the Atlantic during the 1930s.
1 Although America's public universities did not have exclusionary faculty hiring practices written into their Charters, de facto a number of them had so-called "gentlemen's agreements" to do so; none would hire Jews through the 1940s and some not even into the 1950s. This legacy was statistically validated by a national survey conducted by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education in 1969. The survey involved 60,000 faculty respondents and showed that Jews in the upper-age brackets were significantly low on America's university campuses e.g., 3.8% Jews vs. 79.0% Protestant and 13.7% Catholic. 1 These data a-posteriori document the historical, pervasive, and indisputable, impact of those "Gentlemen's Agreements." 2 "The first tenured position for a woman at Harvard was created in 1947 -with a tie to Radcliffe, and in 1956 Harvard appointed its own first woman full professor," Women at Harvard University, http://www.news.harvard.edu/guide/underst/under4.html Viewed June 2, 2007.
Historical background
In 1923 Turkey became a secular state with all its ramifications. A new alphabet 3 was created to increase literacy and most significant to the subject at hand is the fact that Turkey's system of higher education including medical education needed to be thoroughly revised. Because there were few Turkish citizens sufficiently educated to accomplish these medical/educational reforms, the new government turned a tragedy into an opportunity for the new Republic. Beginning in 1933 when they passed the the Gesetz zur Wiederherstellung des Berufsbeamtentums or the Reestablishment of the Civil Service Law, 4 Nazi Germany expelled many of its citizens from their positions. Some 190 eminent intellectuals were invited to Turkey and were rescued 5 -a fact hardly known outside of that country. 6 Their collective impact on all aspects of Turkey's higher education system, was monumental. "In its essence, the affair that we call or understand as Mustafa Kemal allowed to enter England" 53 circa September 25, 1939, she finally made it to these shores, but she was never offered the kind of job in America that she enjoyed both in Germany and in Turkey. There is no doubt that America was decades behind those countries in terms of providing women equal access to professional opportunities. However, with the help of many well established and well intentioned individuals Geiringer was finally placed at a college run by women and for women, Bryn Mawr. It was not a permanent 51 Oswald Veblen Papers, Library of Congress, Box 31. 52 In a handwritten note dated December 7, 1939, Hilda Geirneiger tells Professor Veblen, "I know quite well that it was you, who decided that I was to be saved from this horrible situation in Portugal, and I shall never forget it." Ibid. One response to a job application she received was quite typical: "I am sure that our President would not approve of a woman. We have some women on our staff, so it is not merely prejudice against women, yet it is partly that, for we do not want to bring in more if we can get men." For Geiringer who had been the object of discrimination in Germany because she was Jewish, to be discriminated against because she was a woman must have been difficult to say the least. After describing Geiringer's qualifications, the fact that she already had over a year's teaching experience at American colleges, Weyl felt a need to add that "there is no doubt whatsoever of [her] political reliability." Weyl also pointed out that "Mrs. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Recording and discussing significant episodes in history clearly precedes teaching of the same. A recently drafted a paper 77 documents the assertion that historians are still unaware of this significant chapter of 20th Century history in general and its impact on Turkey's higher education in particular. Historians are also unaware of the level of intellectual capital saved from extinction, nurtured while in exile, and kept in escrow to set new paradigms western science and technology. There are two sides of remembering.
Without question it is necessary not just to remember the Holocaust and to let the world know who was responsible for what crimes. It is a thousand times more of an obligation to survivors of the Holocaust like this author to make sure that irrespective of motivations for doing it, acts of humanity during those "dark ages" are acknowledged, known, and taught.
The papers that Geiringer and her colleagues published, the books they wrote, the students they taught, and the defense programs for which they consulted have greatly affected mathematics and engineering education in their native Germany, in Turkey, a country that provided them safe haven from annihilation when no other country would, and in the US as well. This is their worldwide legacy.
Followed by two generations of indigenous talent, Turkey can now rightfully claim to have a modern system of higher education boasting some 72 public and private universities all teaching mathematics at all levels. Their graduates are accepted to America's premier graduate programs and as faculty at American universities. 
